NEWSLETTER – JULY 2008
A NOTE FROM THE CHAIRMAN
I was delighted that so many members attended the AGM and Dinner this year, including
one of our Presidents, Patricia Routledge. James Bowman spoke most eloquently and we
were entertained by the boys of the Junior Trinity Barbershop Ensemble. At the AGM I
presented an amended and revised Constitution which was accepted by the members and
is available to view on our website. The Constitution had not been altered since the
granting of charitable status and there were clauses that had to be inserted to comply with
the rules of the Charity Commission.
The final of the Patricia Routledge National English Song Competition was held at the
Royal Academy of Music and won by soprano Elizabeth Toye. The AESS was honoured
that HRH The Duchess of Gloucester accepted an invitation to attend. She stayed for over
three hours and presented the prizes. HRH was presented with a bouquet on behalf of the
Association. A letter was received shortly after the event indicating that HRH had
enjoyed herself very much and wishing the AESS well.
The AESS is helping to sponsor two recitals by past winners. Iestyn Morris will sing at
Tardebigge in North Worcestershire on August 31st and Rhona McKail in the ChelseaSchubert Festival on September 17th. Both will be accompanied by past accompanist
prizewinner Marc Verter. Details are on the website, as well as in this newsletter.
We are all “gearing up” for the tribute to ‘The Music of Betty Roe’ on September 27th
Please come along to North Kensington and bring lots of friends. As most of the AESS
committee will be singing, it could turn into a mini-AGM, so bring along any ideas you
have for future events. If you have recently acquired an email address or changed one
please let us know. Do not fear, those without email, you will still receive news by post!
Graham Trew

COMMITTEE MEMBERS 2008 – 2009
Graham Trew Chairman, Stephen Varcoe Vice Chairman Judy Hildesley Secretary,
Susan Field Treasurer, Patricia Williams Membership Secretary, Marian Lines
Newsletter Editor, Sarah Leonard, Marie Hayward-Segal, Jean Hornbuckle, Stephen
Miles, Betty Roe, Carolyn Richards.
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PAST EVENTS
THE FINAL of the PATRICIA ROUTLEDGE NATIONAL ENGLISH SONG
COMPETITION
The 25th Final was held in The Duke’s Hall at the Royal Academy of Music on
Wednesday 14th May at 7.30 pm. The occasion was given added distinction by the
presence of Her Royal Highness The Duchess of Gloucester who expressed her keen
interest in and enjoyment of the event and graciously presented the Prizes.
The panel of judges comprised Rosamund Shelly, Marie Hayward-Segal, Betty Roe,
Stephen Varcoe and Mark Wilde. The substantial and appreciative audience enjoyed a
concert of high quality- the six talented contestants being hard to separate which
stimulated much discussion among the listeners and caused the judges’ panel to extend
its deliberations. The result was:
1st Prize - £1,000

Elizabeth Toye Soprano Royal Academy of Music
'Miscelleny of Meetings'
Singing:
Promiscuity - Barber -Jackson
Pretty Ring Time -Warlock-Shakespeare
Salley Gardens - Ireland-Yeats
Meeting at Night - Browning
Daphne -Walton- Sitwell
Solitary Hotel-Barber-Joyce
An Encounter - Bush
Fairies- Lehmann - Anon

2nd Prize - £500
3rd Prize - £250
Accompanist’s
Prize
- £250

Benedict Nelson Baritone
Duncan Rock
Baritone

The Guildhall School of Music
The Guildhall School of Music

Elizabeth Rossiter The Guildhall School of Music

Sincere thanks are due to Patricia Routledge CBE for continuing to fund the prize, to the RAM
for all their help with the evening and to Stephen Miles, the coordinator of the competition for
the AESS.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING & DINNER
The 2008 AGM took place at the Royal Overseas League on Sunday March 16th at 4.40
pm. Among the members attending was Patricia Routledge, Hon President and generous
sponsor of the Senior National English Song Prize. The business of the Meeting having
been successfully completed, there was a short break after which the Trinity Junior
Barbershop Ensemble entertained us with a short recital.
The Ensemble’s youthful spontaneity and obvious pleasure in performing won their
audience’s heart from the first note. Not for them the standardized and often robotic style
of some barbershop groups; their breezy and colourful rendering of old and less known
numbers gave full opportunity to individual voices (while their eclectic footwear
fascinated this listener) - altogether an appetizing prologue to the second half of the
evening.
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After drinks and dinner, we had the great pleasure of hearing James Bowman’s lively
reflections on the need for singers – especially the young – to appreciate and give full
attention to the meaning and text of songs, not merely aiming for a beautiful
interpretation of the music: a subject close to the hearts of his listeners.
A most enjoyable evening was concluded with a presentation of gifts by the architect of
the occasion, our Chairman.
ML

SINGING IN ENGLISH WITH MARY KING
Mary King, experienced vocal coach and creative director has done a great service for
anyone wishing to sing well in the English language in her recent publication for Boosey
& Hawkes in their series, The Boosey Voice Coach learning through repertoire. This is a
volume of twenty songs ranging from Purcell realised by Britten to folksongs arranged by
Britten and taking in Handel, Haydn, Warlock, Finzi, Copland and Rorem along the way.
The twenty songs are available in two editions, one for high voice and another for
medium/low. Generally speaking the difference between the two is a major/minor third,
although sometimes the difference is only a tone. There is enough variation in her
choices to appeal to both sexes.
Mary has made the selections and each is prefaced by Notes, which consist of three vital
elements: 1) The Text - this is always given in full; 2) Notes – these place the song in an
historical context and provide useful and oftentimes little known background
information; and 3) Skills. These vary from song to song and indeed the selection was
made to highlight the various skills that one needs when singing in English in particular
as one would expect. Diphthongs are addressed more than once! Other topics that arise
include keeping consonants clear without spoiling the vocal line, keeping an open throat,
coping with voiced and unvoiced consonants, singing very fast or very slowly, using the
breath to create tone colours, sustaining a mezza voce, when to modify vowels and
keeping the sense going through rests. Singing in English has its own pitfalls and there is
a very handy guide to pronunciation at the end of the volume. It is easy to see how the
skills that are addressed in particular songs can be applied to any song presenting similar
challenges and that is very useful.
Having attended a AESS masterclass for Junior singers with Mary King and seen her in
action, I could recognise her inimitable style – enthusiastic, good-humoured, down to
earth and always technically sound. Reading the notes on the songs, some of which I
knew very well and others that were unknown, was always enlightening in some respect.
Her notes do not replace what one would expect to get from a one to one live
singing/coaching session. Their value is that they provide a reminder or an extremely
useful amplification of what one may already know or have been told. It is almost as
good as having your own masterclass with Mary King, and I would recommend this
volume for the Notes alone!
The Boosey Voice Coach Singing in English is available from Schott Music Ltd and
retails for £12.99.
Judy Hildesley
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FUTURE EVENTS
BETTY ROE CONCERT
On September 27th this year, with the invaluable support of the AESS and ISM, we are
presenting a concert of Betty Roe’s music celebrating her more than 40 years of
composition.
The programme Betty has chosen aims to reflect the extraordinary range and variety of
her work. Inevitably the evening can only provide a ‘taster’; many areas of her music –
organ, choral, instrumental, revue, incidental, operatic and sacred – can’t be included for
obvious reasons.
We’re truly lucky that a gallery of notable singers and instrumentalists are generously
performing a programme that ranges from horn solo through a fantasia for voice and
guitar, jazz, songs serious and light, to a selection from our many children’s musicals.
By mounting the concert at St Helen’s Church in North Kensington we are reflecting
Betty’s – and the late John Bishop’s – place, both musical and social, in this community.
Betty played the local church organs from a very early age (and still does), has run choirs
and presented music events everywhere on top of her teaching, adjudication, singing and
conducting.
It will be a joyful evening and we will welcome you with open arms!
ML

THE CATHERINE LAMBERT JUNIOR ENGLISH SONG COMPETITION
The Final of the Prize will take place on November 22nd in the Wathen Hall at St Paul’s
Boy’s School, Lonsdale Rd, London SW 13 9JT
The London preliminaries for the Competition are on November 8th at The Music Room
in Barnes. The Northern preliminaries are at The Royal Northern College, Manchester on
November 16th.

THE PATRICIA ROUTLEDGE NATIONAL ENGLISH SONG COMPETITION
Takes place on 20th May 2009 at The Guildhall School of Music. Marilyn Hill Smith and
Howard Wong have agreed to adjudicate subject to availablity.
EVENTS IN BRIEF
*
Events featuring past AESS prizewinners being sponsored by private donation of
members and the Association. August 31st Tardebigge Church (near Bromsgrove, Shropshire) at 3.00pm. An English Song programme given by Nicholas Mulroy (tenor), Iestyn
Morris (counter-tenor), Anneke Scott (horn) and Marc Verter (piano). There will be a
pre-performance talk from composer Raymond Yiu at 2.00pm.
Details: 01527 072422
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*
September 17th Holy Trinity Sloane Square, London 7.30pm
Chelsea Schubert Festival - Rhona McKail (soprano), Marc Verter (piano)
A programme of English song and Lieder.
Details: info@holytrinitysloanesquare.co.uk

VERY EARLY WARNING
The 2009 AGM and Dinner will be held at the Royal Overseas League on Sunday March
22nd.

MEMBERS WRITE
RED MY LIPS
I started acting immediately after the vogue for kitchen sink drama had petered out, and
just when the Liverpudlian playwrights Alan Bleasedale and Willie Russell (swiftly
followed by Pete Flannery an uber-proud Geordie), were gaining prominence. Regional
accents were in vogue, so my natural south-eastern/RP speech was not, but thanks to my
Celtic colouring, I was offered plenty of parts that needed exotic foreign accents. After a
few years playing such roles as a Julie Laverne in “Show Boat” (Southern American),
Marguerite Hickett in “Cuckoo In the Nest” (French) and Helena Landless in “The
Mystery of Edwin Drood” (geographically untraceable-that’s what it says in the script!) I
was beginning to realise that a good ear for accents might be an asset, but clear
articulation was at a premium.
I knew that old style lighting designers kept general levels of illumination brighter for
comedy than for any other genre, and had assumed this was to do with mood setting, but
experience was teaching me that there was more to it than that. While working on Noel
Coward’s “Design for Living”, playing Helen Carver (Standard American) I also
understudied the role of Gilda, played by that non-pareil of clear speech, Maria Aitken.
Passing on some invaluable tips before my first attempt at the role (“Longer than Lear,
darling”) she questioned my choice of lipstick. “You need a musical comedy lipstick,
bright red, brighter the better. If the audience can’t see your lips, they won’t hear the
words, and they won’t get the jokes!” So began my long attachment to Rimmel’s Diva
Red, and bright lights.
In 1983 Dillie Keane, Lizzie Richardson and I formed Fascinating Aida, and a whole new
set of problems presented themselves. Speaking comedy is one thing, singing it, quite
another, especially given our original stomping ground. Audiences on the alternative
comedy circuit were, and no doubt still are, a demonstrative lot. If they did not appreciate
our efforts, the resentful silence of a bored theatre audience being unknown to them, they
would continue the animated conversations we had interrupted, heckle, and if
really pushed, throw things, (only once). The management response was a speedy follow
on, the hook, or in extreme cases, a snap black out. After a brief initial weaning on such
masters as Fats Waller, Duke Ellington and Noel Coward (again!), Fascinating Aida
performed only original material, so our fate was totally in our own hands. Dillie
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composed one glorious tune after another, and either singly or together we took care to
set comic lyrics in a register that was both comfortable to sing in, and easy to hear.
Convoluted melody lines were held in reserve for special effects, as were the denser
vocal harmonies. It is a mark of Dillie’s excellence as a composer that audiences reacted
to the beauty of the music as much as to the content, little realising the extremes of
discipline and subtlety that gave birth to such apparently effortless clarity.
Armed with such material, we then had to give it the best possible airing, and again
clarity was the key. On an individual level this translated as clear articulation, precise
timing, limpet-like adherence to words and pitch, and the communication of intention,
not just to one another but to the audience. A solo singer can change words, slur phrase
lengths, toy with pitch, and still produce a stylish result. Multiply this by three, and you
have an incomprehensible sludge, resulting in disaffected listeners, and – worst case
scenario - beer cans whistling past the ears, followed by sudden darkness.
Before joining Fascinating Aida, and since leaving, I have combined work in straight
plays and music theatre in many of its myriad forms, and my technique has certainly
benefited from the ‘school of hard knocks’ outlined above. Some of the shows have been
acoustic, but many have been amplified, or “miked”. On Ian Judge’s Opera North/RSC
production of “Show Boat”, which used a mixture of classically trained and music theatre
singers, we enjoyed what was referred to not as amplification, but “sound enhancement”.
The original arrangements were used whenever possible, and, as these were written
before the watershed of “West Side Story” when microphones were first adopted across
the board, they were predicated on the strength of the unassisted human voice, albeit
trained. Even so, there is a large amount of intricate and thematically linked
underscoring in “Show Boat”, and one was grateful for the little lift the sound department
could give at the end of the week, when trying to speak important plot points over a full
orchestra.
Since the sumptuous compositions of Jerome Kern, musicals have become the
playground of other, and often less sensitive imaginations. Nowadays we find ourselves
in a welter of musicals both composed and compiled. Increasingly, the fashion is for
dance driven entertainments, featuring lead actors who have originated not from drama
schools or music colleges, but stage schools, dance academies and the like. Since the
virtual disintegration of the rep. system in this country, young actors enter the profession
aspiring to star not in Shakespeare, but in a soap, and drama schools have responded to
this sea change. Little vocal production is required for television, one microphone is
attached to your clothing, another suspended on a boom over your nose, and if you screw
up, they can usually dub over afterwards. Not only that, but short scenes (repeated once
or twice if you are lucky) require no vocal stamina, and as the editor or director decides
the shape of a scene, no experience is gained in fashioning the architectural soundscape
of a role from curtain up to bows.
This state of affairs has resulted in a swathe of young theatre performers who are highly
skilled dancers, with ferocious singing technique, but are often totally dependent on
microphones when it comes to speech production. However, as any sound engineer will
tell you, a microphone can only amplify what is fed into it; if a performer is mumbling
quietly, all a microphone is going to do is reproduce the mumbling, but louder. I have
worked on shows where despairing engineers have fitted ‘pop’ style microphones that
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wrap around the face, in an effort to obtain more ‘level’ from performers. These are
highly visible, and dispel any lingering pretence at naturalism, but on compilation shows
with a rock score, they are becoming very popular. Again, Musical Supervisors on shows
such as “Never Forget” based on the music of Take That (my current job, Babs
Sherwood, Mancunian), or “Mamma Mia” are, quite rightly anxious to reproduce the
original pop songs as accurately as possible. This can mean going for an untrained sound,
and often singing on consonants instead of vowels, so clear articulation is even more
important.
I believe the solution to many of the challenges offered in the current multi-faceted world
of theatre is to reinstate speech training, with all its attendant disciplines, at the core of
every performing arts curriculum. Professional musicians and dancers often teach or
lecture, as well as performing, so clear speech can only help their efforts. Regularly on
tour, and in the West End, members of the ensemble are thrown into the spotlight because
the principal they cover is sick or (more usually) on holiday, and it is often the spoken
dialogue that causes them the biggest headaches. These practitioners deserve a training
that will fit them for any eventuality, producers increasingly require it, and Britain will
never produce marketable triple threats without it.
Marilyn Cutts
“TO ‘THEE’ OR NOT TO ‘THEE’?” (after Hamlet)
Yes, frankly I needed a Hamlet cigar and a quick burst of “Air on a G string” to calm me
down after hearing a three minute radio interview in which the word ‘the’ was
pronounced incorrectly many times. The speaker was an intelligent eleven year old,
clever enough to be sitting public school entrance examinations. He had evidently not
been taught, however, that before a vowel the ‘the’ word is pronounced ‘thee’, while
before a consonant it is pronounced ‘thuh’.
‘Thuh exam’ - ‘thuh answer’ - ‘thuh end.’ The words just do not run smoothly and a
nasty glottal stop has to be used. As a singing teacher I find myself having to correct
pupils on this all the time in the text of songs. As for ‘thee greatest problem’- well what
is all that about? I suppose it is meant to give the words emphasis but why not simply
emphasise the important word?
A few days ago a politician repeatedly used ‘ay’ instead of ‘a’ in his House of Commons
speech, while newsreaders frequently refer to the Home ‘Seccatary’ and events are
‘counselled’ instead of being ‘cancelled’.
As a child I attended one of the last grammar schools and must have been the bane of the
music teacher’s life. Our school song was Milton’s “Ring Out, Ye Crystal Spheres”
magnificently set by Miss Tudor Craig. It had the line - “with radiant feet the tissued
clouds down-steering”. Our music teacher, Miss Dolphin, insisted we sing ‘tissued’ very
clearly with no hint of an ‘sh’. Rebels that we were, my pal and I would deliberately sing
a hearty ‘tisshooed’ just to arouse her indignation. Now I know how she felt.
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It seems few people care about our language these days. Lynn Truss has made a stand for
the misplaced comma but what about all our lost and mangled consonants? I hear ‘arxed’
instead of ‘asked’. My ‘shtudents’ walk down the ‘shtreet’ to the ‘shtudio’. In “Silent
Night” the Holy Infant seemingly “sleeps in heavenly PEE” as the final ‘ce’ slips into
oblivion.
A recent radio poll revealed that the public’s favourite voices belong to Joanna Lumley,
Dame Judi Dench and Alan Rickman, so why do we not try to emulate their style of
speech instead of making the glottal stop ubiquitous. Celebri*y presen*ers on TV seem to
be encouraged to “dahngrade wo* evah vey say, y’know wo* ah meen, like?” and ba**er
our native tongue beyond all recognition.
Which brings me to my next point. “To ‘t’ or not to ‘t’?”..............
Patricia Williams

The Association of English Singers & Speakers
&

Incorporated Society of Musicians West London Centre
present

The Music of Betty Roe

7:30 pm, Saturday 27th September 2008
St Helen’s Church
St Helen’s Gardens
North Kensington
London W10 6LP
Tickets: £8.00 (concessions £5.00)
For further information and ticket reservations call 020 8969 2210

ARTISTS INCLUDE:
Stephen Varcoe, Betty Roe, Steve Foley,
William Leigh Knight, Patricia Williams,
Michael Pilkington, Daniel Beer, Stephen Miles,
Richard Lewis, Marie Hayward Segal,
James Wyld, Chris Gascoigne, Sarah Leonard,
Graham Trew, Frances Denny-Scott,
Soo Bishop.Marian Lines.
Getting to St Helen’s

By car:
By bus:
By tube:

No parking restrictions
Nos: 7, 23, 52, 295
To Ladbroke Grove or Latimer Road (Hammersmith & City Line)

